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Abstract

The human visual system is divided into two pathways specialized for the processing of either objects or spatial

locations. Neuroanatomical studies in monkeys have suggested that a similar specialization may also divide auditory

cortex into two such pathways. We used the identical stimulus material in two experimental sessions in which subjects

had to either identify auditory objects or their location. Magnetoencephalograms were recorded and M100 dipoles were

fitted into individual brain models. In the right hemisphere, the processing of auditory spatial information lead to more

lateral activations within the temporal plane while object identification lead to more medial activations. These findings

suggest that the human auditory system processes object features and spatial features in distinct areas.

q 2002 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Magnocellular projections from the retina via the lateral

geniculate nucleus (LGN) into primary visual cortex form a

dorsal visual stream into parietal cortex and parvocellular

projections form a ventral visual stream into temporal

cortex. The ventral stream processes mainly object proper-

ties and projects to ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC)

while the dorsal stream processes mainly spatial locations

and projects to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) [20].

A similar division is also seen in the auditory cortex of

monkeys. Within the lateral belt area of monkey auditory

cortex, it has been shown that the anterior part projects to

VLPFC while the posterior part projects to DLPFC [16].

Functionally this differentiation has been interpreted as a

distinction between object and spatial processing in monkey

auditory cortex [14]. Subsequent findings supported the

notion of a functional specialization of the anterior part

for types of monkey calls (object specialization) and of

the posterior part for the spatial direction of monkey calls

(spatial specialization) [19]. In humans, the middle frontal

gyrus of DLPFC was activated bilaterally during auditory

and visual spatial localization, indicating that auditory

sound localization is processed in, or in the vicinity of,

brain regions which are also involved in visual object loca-

lization [3]. Recently, distinct cortical pathways for either

recognizing or localizing sounds have been reported for

humans using functional magnetic resonance imaging

(fMRI) [1,7]. However, so far no study has dissociated

such a specialization within human auditory cortex using

identical stimulus material for spatial and non-spatial

tasks. Here, we present data which demonstrate that differ-

ent parts of the human auditory cortex are activated as a

function of different tasks either focusing attention on

spatial or object features of the same stimuli as early as

120–160 ms after stimulus onset. The stimulus used in

both tasks were identifiable sounds presented binaurally at

seven different locations.

Five healthy male subjects participated in the study (ages

ranging from 22 to 25 years, mean age 23 years). Complex

auditory stimuli were presented binaurally from seven

spatial locations. Prior to the experiment, each sound was

presented via loudspeakers from each spatial location and

recorded with a stereo head with microphones inside the

ears (HEAD acoustics, HMS III.0). During the experiment,

the sounds recorded with the stereo head were presented via

air pressure headphones inside the magnetoencephalogra-

phy (MEG) chamber. Individual hearing thresholds were
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determined for both ears of each subject and stimuli were

presented 50 dB above. Each stimulus lasted 200 ms. In an

object task, subjects had to identify object targets (horn from

a car) among six standard stimuli (ringing phone, digital

chirp, whistle, kid’s trumpet, bike horn, cuckoo clock) irre-

spective of their spatial location. In a spatial task, all stimuli

presented from 30 degrees to the right had to be detected

among the six other locations. The identical stimuli were

used in both tasks. Subjects had to press a button with their

right hand in response to targets and another button with

their left hand in response to standards. All objects and

locations were presented with equal probability. Each

sound was presented 56 times, resulting in 336 trials for

each standard condition which comprise either six objects

or six locations. Only responses to standards were further

evaluated, because of their higher signal-to-noise ratio and

to avoid potential confounds with target detection. Mean

values of reaction times and error rates were analyzed in

an ANOVA with the factor task. Trials with reaction times

exceeding 2.5 standard deviations from the mean were

excluded.

MEG was recorded with a BTI 148 channel whole-head

system (MAGNES WHS 2500). Horizontal and vertical

electrooculogram was registered with four additional elec-

troencephalograph electrodes. Data were sampled at 508.63

Hz (on-line 0.1 Hz analog high-pass and 100 Hz low-pass

filtering) and digitally off-line filtered with a 20 Hz low-pass

filter to reduce noise. Baselines were computed for each trial

in the time interval 200 ms prior to stimulation and

subtracted from the raw data before averaging. Averaging

epochs lasted from 200 ms before to 900 ms after stimulus

onset. Preprocessing of MEG data was carried out in a stan-

dard fashion [8]. Fig. 1 shows the event-related fields

(ERFs) in response to standard stimuli in the object (blue)

and spatial task (red). A clear M100 can be seen between

120 and 160 ms. Dipoles were fitted for the individual

averages of each subject using CURRY (Neuro Scan

Labs, Sterling, VA). A realistically shaped boundary

element model was used as volume conductor for each

subject. For this purpose, models of each subject’s brain

were reconstructed from individual anatomical brain record-

ings such that a net of small triangles represents the outer

surface of the brain. T1 weighted images from a 3 Tesla

Bruker magnetic resonance imaging scanner were used for

this purpose. One dipole was fitted into each hemisphere for

the maximum of the global field power of each condition.

After fitting, dipole locations were transformed into Talair-

ach space [18] and superimposed onto the axial anatomical

slice which best represented the location of the dipoles.

Repeated-measures ANOVAs were carried out for the loca-

tions of the dipoles in Talairach space with factors (lateral/

medial), (anterior/posterior), (inferior/superior), hemisphere

(left/right), and task (object/spatial).

The reaction times revealed no significant differences

between the two tasks (object task: 501 ^ 70 ms, spatial:

570 ^ 50 ms) as indicated by an ANOVA. The ANOVA of

the error rates yielded a significant effect of task

(Fð1; 4Þ ¼ 34:60, P , 0:005), indicating fewer errors for

the object task (0.9 ^ 0.7 %) than for the spatial task

(14.3 ^ 5.5 %).

The dipole fits resulted in a quality of fit between 93% and

94% on average, reflecting a precise modeling of the data

[13]. The ANOVA for the lateral/medial coordinate (x) of

the M100 dipoles yielded a significant interaction of hemi-

sphere x task (Fð1; 4Þ ¼ 10:39, P , 0:05). Post-hoc

analyses revealed that, within the right hemisphere, M100

dipoles were localized more lateral for the ‘spatial’ condi-

tion than for the ‘object’ condition (Fð1; 4Þ ¼ 16:17,
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Fig. 1. (A) Averaged event-related fields for all five subjects over left (A78) and right (A88) auditory cortex for the object (blue) and the

spatial (red) condition. (B) The location of the sensors is shown in the map which displays the topographical distribution of the object

condition in the time interval 120–160 ms (top view, nose at top). (C) Magnetic fields and the fitted M100 dipole for the object task in the

right hemisphere of an individual subject (side view, nose at right).



P , 0:05, x(spatial) ¼ 47 mm, x(object) ¼ 41 mm). Within

the left hemisphere, differences of the lateral/medial coor-

dinate (x) of the M100 dipoles were not significant

(x(spatial) ¼239 mm, x(object) ¼237 mm). Fig. 2A

shows the specialization of the right hemisphere for spatial

vs. object processing: M100 dipoles of all five subjects are

mapped onto the individual MR slices of all five subjects for

the mean z coordinate of the dipoles: all dipoles of the

‘spatial’ condition (yellow) are more lateral than those of

the ‘object’ condition (red) within the right hemisphere. Fig.

2B shows the average dipole position mapped onto an aver-

aged horizontal MR slice, Fig. 2C shows the averaged coro-

nal slice. Both show a clear separation of the ‘object’ and

‘spatial’ dipoles within the right hemisphere.

The ANOVA of the anterior/posterior coordinate (y) of

the M100 dipoles yielded a significant main effect of task

(Fð1; 4Þ ¼ 10:86, P , 0:05). Dipoles were located slightly

more anterior for the ‘spatial’ condition (y(spatial) ¼216

mm) than for the ‘object’ condition (y(object) ¼218 mm).

No effects were found for the factor inferior/superior

(z ¼ 10 mm) or the dipole strengths.

Table 1 summarizes the mean dipole locations for both

conditions and hemispheres. The localization of the M100

dipoles in Heschl’s gyrus replicates earlier results which

found M100 dipoles within the temporal plane, in Heschl’s

gyrus or slightly anterior or posterior [9,11,17]. The M100

probably represents the sum of activity in primary and non-

primary auditory areas.

Our results suggest that object features and spatial

features are processed in different regions of human audi-

tory cortex. The more lateral part processes predominantly

spatial locations while the more medial part processes

predominantly object information. This differentiation is

more pronounced within the right hemisphere.

Reaction times did not differ significantly between tasks

while higher error rates in the object task indicated that

localizing one out of seven locations is somewhat more

difficult than identifying one out of seven sounds. However,

it seems unlikely that the observed different spatial activa-

tion of auditory cortex results from task difficulty. Varying

the amount of attention or difficulty does influence the

magnitude of fMRI responses in auditory cortex but not

the location of the activation [6]. Even though fMRI activa-

tion need not behave in the same way as MEG dipoles this is

an indication that attention did not confound our dipole

localization.

The differential activation of auditory cortex for spatial

and object tasks observed in the present study is taken to be

related to different underlying neural mechanisms. It has

been argued previously that auditory object identification

relies upon frequency discrimination [19], while detecting

the spatial source of sounds depends upon interaural time

differences [4]. These interaural time differences are already

computed in the superior olivary complex, but also in the

inferior colliculi, the medial geniculate nucleus of the thala-

mus and auditory cortex processes this information with

increasing sensitivity as compared to subcortical areas [4].

Among others, frequency properties of sounds are known to

influence the auditory M100 [15]. Low frequencies map to

more lateral and high frequencies to more medial areas

within Heschl’s gyrus [12]. Since sound source localization

depends upon computation of interaural time differences of

the low-frequency components (up to 2 KHz) [4] of the

auditory signal, it makes sense that the ‘spatial’ dipole is

located more laterally. Identification of sounds, however,

requires the comparison of high frequencies, too, and thus

leads to the more medial ‘object’ dipole. Of course, both

regions might interact and fitting the data with just one

dipole may be a simplification. The two different dipole

locations might even represent two attentional foci within

one tonotopic area rather than two completely separate

streams.

The finding that the right hemisphere shows a clearer

separation of the two pathways in our experiment is in

line with the right-hemispheric dominance for processing

the movement of auditory objects which is computed

based on their location change [5]. While monkeys show a

similar differentiation of ‘object’ and ‘spatial’ processing

also in the left hemisphere [16], the human left hemisphere

is specialized for language processing [2]. In the present
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Fig. 2. M100 dipole locations for auditory object identification

(‘object’ condition, red) and for localizing auditory objects in

space (‘spatial’ condition, yellow). (A) Horizontal slices of the

five individual brains. Horizontal (B) and coronal (C) slice of a

mean brain computed from these five subjects. In the right hemi-

sphere a clear separation of the two functional specializations

can be seen: objects are processed more medially while space is

processed more laterally.

Table 1

Talairach coordinates of mean dipole locations

Condition Hemisphere x y z

Object Left 237 220 11

Spatial Left 239 219 9

Object Right 41 217 9

Spatial Right 47 214 10



study, the object stimulus items represent nameable auditory

events which have been shown to activate language-related

brain areas in the left hemisphere [10]. Their perception

may therefore activate temporal cortex in the left hemi-

sphere independently of the task. This would leave the

preference for differential processing of object and spatial

properties of sounds to the right hemisphere. Thus the

observed right hemispheric dominance in differentiating

object and spatial processing in human auditory cortex

may be related to the human ability to process language in

the left hemisphere.
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